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A scene from Mr Castano Ospina’s fabulous nativity display 2020
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Christmas Message
The announcement the MHCS have licensed a vaccine for the
United Kingdom has imbued us with a sense of hope and
optimism for the future, which coincides beautifully with the
start of the Advent season. Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote about
Advent embracing those who are “troubled in soul, who know
themselves to be poor and imperfect, and who look forward to
something greater to come.” We are invited in these challenging
times to remember the hope that Christmas brings.
We are doing our best to offer our support that those who are
suffering hardship and difficulties in our own community and are
collecting foodstuff in each form group to put together hampers
for distribution. I would like to thank all the pupils for their generous donation and grateful to the PE department for
organising the staff v student football match, which will raise more money in an enjoyable fashion.
We have been obliged to get use to new ways of operating and to the credit to both staff and students all have adapted well.
The school is now divided up into year group areas, and facemasks being worn by all, in lessons and around the building.
The beginnings and ending of most interactions are characterised by the use of hand sanitiser and hand washing.
Regrettably, Covid 19 has forced the cancellation of the Christmas Carol concert, the Senior Citizens Christmas party, the
end of school production, the list goes on.
We are pleased to announce that the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, has celebrated the exceptional performance of Bishop
Douglass as part of his Schools for Success programme. The school has been honoured for the second year running for its
commitment to reducing educational inequality and attaining exceptional academic results for children of all abilities. Mr
Khan said, “I’d like to congratulate the staff of Bishop Douglass for their exceptional work. We created Schools for
Success to recognise the positive impact that teachers, headteachers, teaching assistants, support staff and governors are
making every day to support students and reduce inequalities.”
Ending the term with mock exams for Year 11 and Sixth form has enabled these groups of students to focus their efforts
upon their academic work. We are encouraging all our students to use the forthcoming Christmas break to read widely, not
only their own preferred fiction but to read around the subjects they study. We are giving out reading books to our Year 7’s
and Year 8’s.
The governors have agreed that we will provide a free Christmas dinner to all pupils. We will of course, be continuing to
provide free school meals vouchers to those who are eligible over the school break. This year’s Epraise prize draw has
vouchers available for the winners from each Year group, and one special prize of a laptop. We will be finishing for the
term at lunchtime on the 17th December and will return on Monday 4th January at the normal time. Please be reminded that
any child exhibiting Covid-19 symptoms such as a continuous dry cough, a raised temperature and any loss of taste or
smell, must stay at home.
On behalf of the governing body and staff, we wish you all a happy and peaceful Christmas with every good wish for a
happy and successful 2021.
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Martin Tissot
Headteacher

Michelle Henderson
Head of School
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Art

By Wintana Tsegaye 7 Campion

By Hanna Kaczorowska 7 Campion

By Sara Dbouk 7 Campion
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By Sara Ghani 7 More

By Shasheni Mahamalage 7 More
3

Art

By Nathanielle Brennel Manuel, 9 Campion

By Gwenn Bulatao, 9 Campion

By Madeleine Adjei, 9 Campion
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By Manuel Pinto 9 Campion

By Said Ercan 9 Campion

4

Art
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An amazing piece of art, drawn by Julia Swiderski in 8 Campion.
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Christmas Movie Night
Xmas Movie
Night

The PTA held its first ever ‘Christmas Movie Night’
for year 7 and 8 students and what a festive treat it
was! Students chose to watch the Christmas classic
‘Home Alone’ and loved every second of it – with
some added nostalgia for the staff who supported. The
evening was a huge success; the PTA raised an
outstanding amount of money to go towards the
school’s minibus fund with sales from tickets and
handmade Christmas cards for sale. Our very own BD
Santa even arrived, giving presents out to all the
students on the ‘nice list’ (which is everyone here at
BD) and the students were so thrilled to see him! The
exhilaration continued with Papa John’s Pizza
supplying students with pizza slices, which they kindly
donated to the school in true Christmas spirit as the
main sponsors of the evening. The students had a
fantastically festive time and really got into the
Christmas spirit with the holidays only days away. A
huge thank you to Ms Wejkins and the rest of the PTA
for such a magical event.
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By Demi Spencer on behalf of PTA
6

Christmas Movie Night
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Computer Science & ICT
The year 12 Level 2 have been developing graphic products to meet business requirements. This includes
smartphone design and promotional products such as posters and user guide. Very impressed with effort from the
new starters in the school.

By Omer Ercan in 12 More

By Axel Gumiit in 12 Line

The year 12 Level 3 have been creating high quality and meaningful social media prototypes for businesses.
They have been working hard to learn industry recognised project management skills.
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By Yurii Korostil in 13 Fisher

By Bartosz Rzepka in 13 Fisher

The year 13 have been developing websites to meet client requirement. Websites produced are functional and of
good quality. Very impressed with how all students have grown in confidence in year 13.
8

Clubs

Debate Mate
Debate Mate has had a great start this year.
Students enjoyed lively debate about
contemporary issues, such as the dangers of
social media and the influence of celebrities
such as the Kardashians. Students articulated
their ideas superbly and we look forward to
more debates!

Key Stage 4
Book Club
Key Stage 4
Book Club has
had a wonderful
start; we first
looked at the chilling 'The Birds' by Daphne du
Maurier and are moving on next to the postapocalyptic landscape of 'The Road' by
Cormac McCarthy. Students have enjoyed
expressing their ideas about contemporary
literature in a non-classroom setting, with
provocative discussion about characters and
themes.
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Chess
Bishop Douglass School Chess Club.
In the current world situation the playing of chess has moved online. Bishop Douglass School Chess Club is
following this trend and has an online presence on the Lichess website. You can find us at https://lichess.org/
team/bishop-douglass-chess-club.

We are encouraging pupils to join our club with “Kid mode” enabled. In kid mode, all site communications are
disabled for your children and school students, to protect them from other internet users.
Many other Schools have formed online chess clubs and there are currently weekly inter-school competitions
organised by the English Chess Federation. We also have the ability to hold school tournaments on the Lichess
platform and are hoping to start this soon.
If your child would like to join our club please help them to create a Lichess account with Kid mode enabled and
encourage them to join online. They will need to confirm their username with Mr Carter, Mr Lawrence or Mr
Israel to be admitted to the club. We are presently meeting weekly in the Science Department Computer Room
S0.4 on Fridays after school where we are able to discuss the game in person and verify accounts for joining the
club.
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In both of the studies above white can make a draw from what appears to be a lost position.
How would you continue to play as white in each position, noting that the white pawns move up the board and the
black pawns move down the board?
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Drama

Key Stage 3 Drama Club
With Christmas just around the corner our fabulous year 7 Drama Club students are creating a fun
and festive play to perform in the final assembly before the holidays. Our production of ‘Dear Santa’
reinforces their focus on the physical and vocal skills that they have been learning in class. The focus
of the performance is on children with creative and demanding Christmas lists however, they are
told that they need to earn this by being kind, loyal and true which helps them to realise that they do
not need the gifts on their list but instead choose to enjoy time with their families.

Dance Club
Key Stage 3 Dance club has been busy working on their performance of ‘Head and Heart’ by Joel Corry.
Natalie from 7 More, Josiah from 8C and Katayoon from 7 More have been such dedicated dance
students this term, dancing their socks off every week and leading dance warm up sessions. Well done to
you all! If you would like to join Dance Club, it’s on every Monday 3:10-4:10 after school in the Dance
Studio. Student’s are allowed to wear their own clothes, as we celebrate individuality. The club is run by
18to your teacher.
Miss McCrone and Miss Ellery, so if you’d like to join, go and speak
Year 11 Dance Club runs on a Friday after-school and is student led. Malgorzata and Toni-Rose have
already led session on contemporary and hip hop dance. Malgorzata was awarded Dance Captain in year
8 and has continued to be committed to Dance Club by leading and teaching others. She recently
choreographed a lyrical number, which was filled with fluid and elegant choreography. Toni-Rose, who
joined the school later, has blown the school away with her talent in acting, singing and dancing. Toni –
Rose led a hip-hop dance class to ‘Indigo’ by 88rising & Niki, which was both fun and challenging. The
girls also performed in year 7 assembly to promote Dance Club, well done girls!
11

Drama
A Level Drama
The A-level class have been exploring ‘Machinal’
by Sophie Treadwell. Machinal is based on a true
story about Ruth Synder, the first woman to be
executed using the electric chair. Students have
been practically recreating this play and even
learning how to do an American accent! Kwaku
and Gadir also helped out at inter-sixth form
evening, collaborating with Miss McCrone and
Miss Nicol to inform and perform to the year
11’s. A huge thank you to the both of them for
their support.
Year 11 Drama Students
Congratulations to the year 11 Drama students who have finally performed their devised pieces for their real
GCSE. They were exceptional! Students performed pieces they had been working on since last year. Igor, Anuk,
Gelila and Ilea devised a dark comedy based on the Seven Deadly Sins. Their story revolved around a budding
comedian who becomes obsessed with a famous TV comic. When faced with his idol, the budding comedian
realises, he is not who he seems. The TV comic has a ghost writer who is bullied and bashed throughout the play
by the successful TV star. At the end of the story, the budding artist realises that all he really wanted was to be
happily married and the ghost writer finally performs on stage and is a great success. This was just one of the
many fantastic devised pieces put on by the year 11’s. Well done everyone!
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English
Year 11 Study Skills Session
Year 11 students took a little time out of their packed schedules on Thursday 26th November and English
teachers delivered a series of Study Skills sessions and shared some top revision tips with them. The session,
which aimed to give students a host of new revision activities that could benefit them in all subject areas, was
just in time for mock exams in the first week of December. It was an interactive session in which students had to
commit to trying and feeding back on a totally new revision strategy. Students left the session all geared up for
revision and with a goody-pack that contained a pack of revision cards and post-its to get them kick started.

Here is a list of the strategies that we shared with students:
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English
Students have really engaged with the study of Shakespeare this term.
Here is a wonderful descriptive piece of writing exploring the demise of Lady Macbeth in the famous
sleepwalking scene.
English is a subject of vital, transferable skills and we want students to understand this and have the opportunity
to transfer skills across different tasks.
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By Nicholas Williams, 10 Owen
14

English
Our English curriculum is chronologically mapped and the second half of the Autumn term is always dedicated to Shakespeare.
This year, our Year 9s have studied a new and very challenging Othello unit which has taught them that Shakespeare is anything but
dull! Exploring themes such as race, infidelity, gaslighting and domestic violence, this 400 year old play provides enough scandal for the
most vivid of imaginations.
Here are some of 9 Fisher's articles exploring the shocking scene when Othello strikes Desdemona.

OTHELLO

OTHELLO EXPRESSES HIS ANGER AND RAGE THROUGH VIOLENT ACTIONS.

What happened?
It has been reported that a man – the
most esteemed general Othello - has hit
is wife in front of many people. Why?
What may have forced him to do such
thing? Let’s find out on today’s paper.

It has been alleged that
Desdemona – daughter of our very
own Count of Venice, Brabantio,
had become too well acquainted
with one of Othello’s army. This
woman had a special handkerchief
which her husband had given her
and it was found in the possession
of a certain Michael Cassio – a
local lothario! It was thought that
she had been seeing this man
behind her husband’s back
although both deny this and Mr
Cassio has been quoted as saying
“we are merely old friends”. The
woman also denies all of this and
says that all is a cruel lie. She
claims that in fact, did not give the
handkerchief to him but accidently
dropped the handkerchief. We
assume that this is why Othello
struck his wife.

Other views and information
So who is this man, Othello? He is a
general army of Venice. He is a darkskinned born in the continent Africa and
has risen, with hard work, through the
ranks of the Venetian army. The Duke of
Venice has commended him on many
occasions as a “great and worthy man”. He
has been succeeding in his battles. His
wife? His wife is named Desdemona. The
man Desdemona may be having an affair
with is named Cassio. One source, a
certain Iago who would not give his
surname, stated that “Cassio and
Desdemona have been spending much time
together of late”.
Many people were at the scene and claim
18
to have been shocked by the sudden
violent outburst. Iago, Othello’s swordbearer, was at the chaotic scene and says
“Desdemona has Brocken Othello’s trust,
their relationship is falling apart.” Cassio
says “The incident was unbearable.
Desdemona has done nothing wrong.
Desdemona’s servant, Emilia was at the
scene “I couldn’t do anything but this is a
great injustice”
15

By Charlette Iwanga in 9 Fisher

English

Rumour has it that the
famous and powerful
General
of
Venice
(Othello) has struck his
wife Desdemona. She
was
powerless
and
witnesses say that she
was cheating on him with
a local lothario called
Cassio. Further detail was
given by a bystander who
had seen everything that
had happened. Many
believe that Cassio has
lost his job.

The Beautiful Desdemona

Rumour has it, that Cassio has now
been replaced with Iago. Though it has
been a disaster, Othello is now enraged
and does not want to talk to
Desdemona. He cannot get over this
atrocity. He cannot believe that his
wife has been this disloyal to him after
everything he had did for her. Cassio
was a man who was trust worthy and a
very good friend to Othello but if he
had did this, then Othello would lose
all of his trust to him and he has

Othello is a great general
with such magnificent
power. Nobody knows
how much power that he
This bystander, who would not give
has and how he can use it
a name, said that she only got what
because nobody has ever
she deserved. She was cozening and
enraged the great general
so, she had only received the
this far. We are all humans
consequence that she was supposed
and to be doing this will
to receive. He says that he would do
hurt not just you but his
that to his wife to if she was
family and himself.
cozening. He says that the slap
Othello provides us with
might have been a step too far but
his information. He says
then went on to say – “what can
you expect from a man who was Othello is now under close scrutiny as that he is positive that she
it has been suggested that he might is cheating on him because
promoted above his office?”.
commit murder – of Cassio or she was always mocking
A female witness says that she was Desdemona or both.
him
terrified and that she did not know
what to do. She was only a maid and Allegedly, Brabantio once told Othello
thought that she could not do “Look to her, if thou hast eyes to see.
anything to help so she did not She has deceived her father and will
interfere and just let it happen. thee”
18
Rumour has it, that Cassio (who is
now jobless) stole the famous The story is that Othello had lost it.
handkerchief Othello’s mother He believes that Desdemona gave it to
gave to him but that Othello – a Cassio and is enraged. However, Othello
terribly jealous man – had jumped says that Desdemona is resisting and
to the conclusion that Desdemona keeps on lying to him. Othello says that
must have gifted this to her illicit he was just being mocked by her and he
lover.
did not appreciate that because,
Desdemona knows about how much
power he has and what he can
do with it.
By Gian Bonifacio in 9 Fisher

GIAN
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English

It was around midnight when the great
moor hit the Politian’s (Brabantio)
daughter just days after a court case
where Othello testified by saying that he
won Desdemona through love but not
witch craft. Looking at this situation we
can speculate that Othello forced
Desdemona into this relationship.
‘’ I walked out of my quarters and heard a
loud commotion. Othello and Desdemona
were in a heated row! When I heard the slap
I thought it was one of the of the soldiers
clapping for Othello’s bravery. But then I
saw the great moor slap the pure life out of
Desdemona. She fell from the force of the
strike”.

18

Brabantio’s thoughts
‘’I Should have known that my
Daughter was forced into marrying
that old man. She always rejected
every man who came to court her.
Why would she accept him?”

In addition, multiple eye witness statements
have claimed to have heard Othello
screaming and shouting about a mysterious
handkerchief. This mysterious handkerchief
seems to have a lot of sentimental value to
Othello. Desdemona seems to be in a sticky
situation where she is spending a lot of time
with local Venetian man Michael Cassio
who was seen giving the handkerchief to a
local courtesan , Bianca. This appears to
have enraged Othello!
17

Furthermore, many maids in the
Venice castle have heard many
conversations between Othello, the
great moor, and Iago his friend
talking about about an affair
between Othello’s wife and Cassio.
There have even been talks about
strangling Desdemona and killing
Cassio ‘’ Do it not with poison,
strangle her in bed, even the bed he
hath contaminated” although Iago
vehemently denies this.
The case continues….

By Josh Semanshia in 9 Fisher

English
This half term 8C have been studying Hamlet. They were given an opportunity to interpret and rewrite Claudius’
soliloquy that outlines his feelings about him murdering his brother, King Hamlet.

Swetha Mudiyanselage in 8 Campion, has
written her interpretation in Senegalese
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Sofia Van Der Sandr in 8 Campion, has
written her interpretation in Italian

Rozalia Szyc in 8 Campion, has written her
interpretation in Polish
18

English

18

Adeline Orghidan in 8 Campion, has written her
interpretation in Romanian

Robel Teklom in 8 Campion, has written his
interpretation in a mix of slang and multiple languages
19

Humanities
Where have we been going in geography this term?
Students in year 7 have begun their geography course by looking at weather and climate followed by an
exploration of life across the Asian continent. Year 8 have been looking at physical geography and the
development of river systems. They have continued the physical aspect by looking at glaciation, a good topic for
winter! Year 9 have looked at development and migration as they complete the last year of Key Stage 3. They
have also begun to look at coasts and you can see a great piece of work by Anna Davletshina below on coastal
defences. Year 10 have been exploring the hazardous earth which has included earthquakes, volcanoes and
tsunamis. Meanwhile, Year 11 have been exploring the UK’s human landscape as they move towards
completing their GCSE course content in the spring.

18

A Level geography is now firmly established in our sixth form and we are very pleased to see our Year 12s enjoy
the course at a more specialised level. Mr Tobler and Miss Markantonis have improvised with the lack of
fieldwork opportunities by inviting in a company for the Year 13s to conduct fieldwork on site and around East
Finchley. We are making sure students have all the skills and knowledge that they would have in any year.
20

Humanities
What has been going on in history this term?
Year 7 have explored Roman Britain and how people came from across Europe and Africa to colonise parts of Britain.
Students have particularly enjoyed looking at sources from Roman London to see what day-to-day life was like. Year 8
have studied Elizabethan explorers before looking at West Africa in the time of the Malian Empire, the reign of Mansa
Musa and Ancient Ghana. They are now looking at the impact of the triangular trade before examining the impact of
colonisation across the world. Year 9 have explored Jewish life across Europe and the events that led up to the Holocaust.
Great examples of this work can be seen below by Jasmine Tominez and Reshaniya Shanthakumar who researched the role
of Sir Nicholas Winton in rescuing Jewish children from persecution in Europe. Year 10 has also been looking at the Tudor
period but focussing on politics at the court of Queen Elizabeth I from 1558-1588. It has been great to see how the writing
and critical skills of the year 10s have begun to really develop. Year 11 has positively engaged with the ever-popular study
of Germany from 1919-1939 and I know my class in year 11 also enjoyed exploring the documentaries Art of Persia and
Black and British during October and November.

Our sixth form groups have been extremely busy exploring Stuart Britain from 1603-1702 and Germany from 1919-1945.
The subject remains immensely popular at sixth form and we’d like to thank our sixth formers for their enthusiasm and
flexibility in dealing with online teaching and the other challenges thrown at them this term. They have shown levels of
independence and organisation that go beyond many university students.
We can’t wait for the vaccine and a return for normality so we can start planning some history trips for all year groups!
What have we been studying in sociology?
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Our sociology courses remain very popular at GCSE and A Level. This term they have been taught by Mrs Henderson and
Mr Harris whilst Mrs Wilkhu is on maternity leave. Students in year 10 and 11 have been exploring crime and deviance in
society. For example, why are some deviant acts considered criminal whilst others are not? Students have enjoyed
discussing the different patterns of offending and the presented reasons for these differences.
As with all the humanities subjects, our A Level course is very popular and students have been brilliant at adapting to
aspects of online learning as well as discussing their views respectfully and thoughtfully. In year 12 we have been looking
at the education system, its functions according to sociological perspectives and different explanations for variations in
attainment. In year 13 we are now finishing our own study of crime and deviance and are looking forward to finishing the
course with the last unit on methods and beliefs.
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Humanities
UK Parliament Week

2nd – 5th November was a politically busy week!
Students were introduced to how Parliament works, the
different houses, their functions, and how they
represent constituents.
Students will be given the opportunity to build on this
throughout the year and take part in Parliament
iniatives. However, the week was also used up with
discussions, debates and excitement about the US
Presidential Election 2020 between Donald Trump and
Joe Biden. Form tutors went through key pointers of
the election, and what to expect in a US Election.
Engagement was excellent and Madame Lewinton has
been inundated with questions from eager and
interested students ever since. However, the
unprecendented nature of an election where noone
concedes and thus noone can claim vicotory, plus
accusations and vote fraud and so many recounts,
means she hasn’t always had the answers. Even at the
time this goes to press, we are still waiting on a
concession! At least Politics is NEVER boring …..

Learn with the Lords –
Question and Answer
Session on MS Teams

This is a snip of a
Parliament email
circulated to all teachers
in October showing that
we’re now national
sensations!

On Monday 2nd November, year 12 and 13 Politics students had
the opportunity to connect with Lord Rooker, as part of the
Learn with Lords initiative run by UK Parliament. They were
told which Lord we were meeting in advance, to read his
Parliament bio and think of some questions, and then had 30
minutes on MS Teams to get these answered. Lord Rooker was
friendly, informative and honest. He was prepared to answer
questions on a wide range of topics; from how Parliament
works, to the logistics of Parliament during COVID, to his
personal opinions on Brexit and the Labour anti-Semitism
scandal. Students came up with a range of fantastic questions,
and were interested to get the answers – notes were furiously
scribbled and Madame Lewinton was met with many questions
after the conclusion
18 of the session because there was simply not
enough time for them all! This is a fantastic opportunity for
education and engagement
provided by UK
Parliament and will
hopefully be available to
more and more students
throughout the academic
year.
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Humanities
Parliament Online Workshop and Marketing Team Visit
As part of UK Parliament’s Engagement and Education COVID provision, Bishop Douglass Politics students were
able to participate in an Online Workshop which introduced them to Parliament. This was instead of the annual
visit to the Houses of Parliament. This also provided year 13 students with a fantastic opportunity for revision of
UK Politics as part of their USA Politics comparative topic, which they are currently studying. The workshop was
also attended by members of year 9 and 10 who have expressed an interest in politics whether that be through their
participation in the school parallel Election last December, Model United Nations, DebateMate or during classes.
The workshop was run through Microsoft Teams with a member of the Education team accompanying the slides
shared with explanation and discussion opportunities. There was also another team member working the chat
function in order to provide more information and entertained the students with plenty of topical memes! Students
were posed questions and dilemmas which they discussed in their groups and fed back to Madame Lewinton for
the chat. Students engaged fantastically well, and the hosts were incredibly impressed with how knowledgeable
Bishop Douglass students are. It was a really informative workshop, and went some way to ensuring that students
are not missing out on the cultural and educational experiences in the current climate. These activities are vital for
encouraging a growing interest and engagement in the student’s citizenship. Students also had the opportunity to
use computers to access 360 degree tours of both Houses of Parliament, and see them side-by-side which enabled
much discussion about their differences and functions. Students were also provided with the chance to play the
game ‘MP for a Week’ which gave them behind-the-scenes experience into life as an MP. Students did not make it
very far into the week before becoming overwhelmed by the number of emails, meetings and votes MPs are
expected to do in addition to spending time in constituency, aiding their party and retaining their voter support. It
was an interactive and engaging way for students to appreciate what the job role of an MP entails.

In addition to the workshop, members of Parliament’s Marketing Team came to get video and photo footage of our
students enjoying the workshop and making the most of the new resources being provided. Students were keen to
engage and provided eloquent interviews afterwards. We are looking forward to receiving the footage and seeing
our now-famous Politics students and department on Parliament’s YouTube, Facebook and Instagram in the next
few weeks. Students represented the school fantastically and I was incredibly proud of them!
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Humanities
Black History Month Round Up
Black History Month celebrations 2020 have included a number of
different opportunities for students at BD to learn about and engage
with individuals and experiences which have been overlooked
nationally in the past. Every day there is a new Historical figure for
Black History Month which exposes students to individuals and their
achievements. Some of these include: Brian Lara, Mansa Musa, La
Mulatresse Solitude, John Archer, Hannibal and Dame Linda Dobbs.
We have chosen figures who represent multiple locations, industries,
experiences and experts in their field.
Miss Lewinton and Miss Shimwell have hosted 2 Key Stage 3 debate on the themes: 'This house believes that all
statues with connections to the slave trade should be pulled down,' and ‘This house believes that everyone should
be entitled to universal healthcare.’ These debates were well-attended and full of great ideas. It was wonderful to
see students of this age being so engaged with the topics, so eager to learn more about the topics and US politcs
and able to juggle some of the complexities which surrounds them. Students were respectful of each other's ideas,
able to change their opinions based on new information and engage in a healthy and well-rounded debate. This
gives us great hope for the quality of the Debate Mate programme which officially begins on Thursday 5th
November.
This year Mr Harris (Head of Humanities) has created a scavenger hunt competition which leads students around
the school to gather information on the achievements of members of the Black community with whom children
may not be familiar. This includes the Tudor trumpeter John Blancke, the nurse and hotelier Mary Seacole,
spoken-word poet Akala and mathematicians such as Gladys Mae West and Dorothy Vaughn. Displays have been
created across subjects such as music, maths, science and English to highlight these achievements, and students
have been invited to research further.
We have launched a whole-school heritage patchwork this year to celebrate the cultural diversity of Bishop
Douglass. Students and staff alike are invited to create an A4 poster of their heritage, and it is our intention that
we will create from this a patchwork all the school community.
The school has been visited by a spoken-word poet Solomon the Wizard who ran a workshop with year 9 on
identity and how this informs his work and literature more widely. Students greatly enjoyed this opportunity and
really engaged with a new and challenging art form.

MP for Brent Dawn Butler was not able to visit due to COVID restrictions, but was kind enough to film a positive
message about the importance of celebrating Black culture and history and
18encouraging schools to ensure that
curriculum are both decolonised and diversified. Check this out on the school website!
The Heritage Patchwork is still being created…watch out for this in the next Douglas edition!
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Maths
Pupils in years 7 and 8 have had the opportunity to explore applications of the topics they have recently learned in
class.
Below, a year 7 pupil has applied their knowledge of standard form to calculating distances in the solar system.
Standard form is used to write really large and small numbers concisely.

Here, a year 8 pupil has applied their knowledge of circles and Pi to finding the area of real-life objects.

18
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Maths
Maths

Numeracy Ninjas
Each week, pupils in years 7-9 complete tasks from their numeracy ninjas booklets to develop fluent mental maths
skills in preparation for GCSE maths.
The following pupils have performed consistently well in their weekly tasks this term:

Form

Progress

Achievement

7 More

Kawther, Ewelina and Charles

Temiloluwa and Ilna

7 Ward

Jaylen

Mahdi and Mikhail

8 Ward

Sebastian-Stefan and Isabel

Jorge and Esah

9 Ward

Rhasharn and Gaby

Rawan and Gabriel

Maths Challenge
To keep you busy until the next challenge, see if you can solve the problem below:

The shortest street in the UK, Ebenezer Place in Wick, is 2.06m long. The
Trans-Canada Highway, one of the world’s longest roads, is approximately
18
7821km in length.
Approximately, how many times longer than the street is the highway?
A) 4000 000

B) 400 000

C) 40 000
26

D) 4000

E) 400

Modern Foreign Languages
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Music
This term, the students in the music department have
been fantastic! Starting the year in non-music teaching
rooms, students were still able to explore a wide range
of musical styles, including Blues, the Classical era and
rhythmic notation. Despite the change of surroundings,
students entered into their work with great enthusiasm
and skill. Following half-term, we were delighted to
return to our E corridor home!

Once back, students were able to have full access to the
wide range of instruments in the department (followed
by the now routine wipe-down!). Year 7 were able to
hone their keyboard and ukulele skills; year 8 made lots
of noise on the West African djembe and year 9
explored the timeless songs of the Beatles. GCSE
students have been working hard on their solo
performance coursework (pictured). Alongside this, our
BTEC classes have been working hard, creating
numerous cover tracks in the 6th Form Studio.
Instrumental lessons have been in full swing with over
60 students across all year groups enjoying 1-to-1
lessons. In the New Year, we are delighted to expand
the instrumental lesson provision as well as updating
our Mac suite, which will provide students with the
opportunity of accessing more music technology
software at lunchtime.
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PE
On Tuesday 11th November, after school the year 7s took part in a multi-sport inter tutor competition. There was
a good turn out as students participated in girls football, boys football and mixed basketball.
The overall winners were... Campion!!
Thank you to form tutors for putting together teams and those who made an effort to come down and cheer their
form on. As you can see from the attached pictures, they seemed to really enjoy the tournament!
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PE
Year 10 vs Teachers Match
On Friday 4th December, on a rather crisp afternoon, the year 10 students encountered the teachers of Bishop
Douglass school in what was an entertaining affair for the spectators but an unfortunate result for the year 10’s.
They succumbed to a 2-0 defeat with Madam Lewington showing her trickery with the ball by getting past several
year 10 students to then hit a vociferous shot at the back of the net. Then Mr Hadijisava, scoring a typical striker’s
chance, due to Mr Asaro’s near majestic free kick which was deflected by the year 10’s wall, for Mr Hadijisava to
then act on his instinct and put the ball into the back of the net. The teachers prevailed on the day but it was not all
gloom and doom for the year 10’s.
The year 10’s could be proud of the several first half chances in which Elias provided the creative spark to drive
the team forward. This forced Mr Harris to make a couple of decent saves to keep the score at 0-0 and the teachers
were compressed into their own half for the first 10-minute half. But when the second half came along the year
10’s was rather frustrated as they couldn’t spark the same intensity they had in the final 3rd, allowing the teachers
to take their chances with moments of brilliance and quick reactions.
The spectators in attendance mainly supported the year 10’s to see their fellow classmates and friends; their
support encouraged the students to attack the opposition. Mr O’Brien was officiating this match which saw little
disciplinary action (as he rarely put anyone in the bookings for an engaging and level headed match). The event
was a success and the students hope it continues to the near future.

By Kehinde Ajao in 12 Southwell
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A Christmas Message
From the Chaplain’s Desk……………………….Christmas Term 2020
Dear Friends,
As I write we have begun the Holy Season of Advent. Diego Maradona has died at
the early age of 60 a tragic loss of a young life! This Pandemic has caused untold
damage and harm to the hearts, minds and souls of countless people. Terrible
atrocities still take place in many parts of our world. Greed and Corruption take place
on a major scale in business, politics and even in sport. What is going to happen with
“Brexit” and “President- elect Biden?” There is a sense of foreboding all over the
place! People are genuinely worried and are living in a time of uncertainty. Here in
Bishop Douglass our Staff continue to go above and beyond to make sure our
Students and Staff are kept safe with sanitizers, masks and ensuring safe distancing at
all times.
However, my heart tells me that “all will be well,” my gut tells me…ouch! My head, however, tends to follow
my heart. This is after all, the Season of Advent.
No matter how much we spend on gadgets, iPhone, Samsung, Nokia, Blackberry… iPods, iPads and Tablets; no
matter how much we spend on infrastructure like roads and transport we still find it hard to reach out to one
another, on a personal level and on a national level, in order to remove the obstacles that prevent us from
communicating with one another. In a similar way there are still many obstacles to the coming of our Saviour
into our world. People put up roadblocks and we have to remove them, so that his mercy and freedom, his
justice and love may reach all peoples. If only we might all encounter the Saviour and experience God's
salvation in him and at work in us too! We ask Jesus our Lord in this Holy Season that we may be the road to him
and that we may bring him near to everyone we meet.
Advent is a time of hope. We remember the coming of Christ, and we know he has to come more deeply in our
Church and in our world. To help us to do this we need “conversion”, of course, but we need especially hope
that, notwithstanding everything to the contrary, his kingdom will come. To deepen that hope, we have to learn to
see the signs that this hope is already present among us. Let the Lord open our eyes to these signs. Let us pray
that we may prepare the road for the Lord's coming: God our Father, we know today how to pierce mountains
and level hills to build motorways, but we have lost the way to each other's hearts and to you. Let your Son come
among us to make us inventive and daring enough to build roads of justice and love that make us encounter one
another and you, our living God.
Let us not lose HOPE. Let us here in school and at home reach out in love to everyone so that the God who made
us, whatever and however we might address that “God” so that each of us will strive to be the best that we can
be in our pursuit of excellence.

18as I wish each and every one of you
May this Holy Season find you all at peace in your own hearts and homes
the blessings of Advent and eventually.. Christmas.
Every blessing to you and yours.

Fr. Kevin, S.X.
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RE - Catholic Life of the School
RE: Catholic Life
We began the year again with a whole year 7 Mass to welcome our new pupils to the school.
We are delighted that Friday morning masses continue to be well attended by pupils and staff. Everyone is
welcome at 8:25 AM. This is in addition to our “two minutes for Jesus” we host on a Tuesday and a Thursday
lunchtime, led by our sixth-form liturgical prefects where we say the Angelus together.
Throughout the term pupils have been taking the lead with the religious component of our assemblies leading
prayers together with readings in accordance with the Liturgical Calendar.
Our remembrance service to mark the centenary of the ending of WWI was attended by all pupils where we
listened to history, poetry and observed a two minutes’ silence.
On the 26th of November we had Red Thursday where pupils wore red and non-uniform in support of persecuted
Christians throughout the world. This continued alongside our successful campaign to provide a hamper of food
per form for the Catholic Children’s society Christmas appeal.
We have also sent out Christmas cards to our local care home to bring cheer and joy to those at this time of the
year. Throughout advent our assemblies focussed upon the birth of Jesus and we were able to light the appropriate
advent candles alongside our weekly assemblies. At the end of the year we enjoyed the our year group Masses led
by Fr. Kevin. We are thankful for his help and support.

We would like to wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New year.
God bless
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RE
Once again RE has continued to be a popular and
successful subject throughout the school. We
celebrated outstanding results across GCSE and A
level.
Our year 7 pupils have begun the year with a study of
community. They have also studied the Bible and
began to think about the Sacraments in preparation for
considering Jesus in the new term.
In year 8 we began with the authorship and history of
the Gospels before moving on to miracles and
apparitions. Throughout Black History Month we were
delighted to study the apparition of Our Lady of
Kibeho in Rwanda.
The year 9 pupils are studying arguments for and
against God. They have also began to study prophets
and patriarchs in the Old Testament which will prepare
them well for when we begin the GCSE study of
Judaism in the New Year.
Year 10 pupils have completed their studies of Judaism
which is a 25% component of the R.E. GCSE. They are
now studying Christian beliefs such as the Trinity,
Incarnation and Paschal Mystery.
Our Year 11 pupils have completed their study of
Catholic Christianity and are now studying philosophy
and ethics. They will be considering issues such as
whether or not the existence of evil is a problem for
Christians today.
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Science
Science Club report

Science Club Year 8 Model of a Lung

In the Science club, we do practical work and many
different experiments. This is very beneficial for us as
we can’t do experiments as often in classes (or even at
all) due to the current COVID-19 situation and its
safety precautions. Ever since Science Club started
three weeks ago (and I’m sure many other members of
the Science club will agree), it has been easier for me
to understand some subjects in science that I used to
have a bit of trouble in. For example, we made a model
to demonstrate how lungs take in air. Now I know and
fully comprehend how lungs expand and how pressure
plays a massive role in this.
So far in Science Club, we’ve done a total of four
experiments. First we tested some foods to see if there
were any fats/lipids in them. We did this by rubbing
different kinds of food on greaseproof paper for 20
seconds. If they contained fat, they would have made
the paper transparent if you hold it up against a light.
Next, we tested for starch. To do this, we put a specific
amount of drops of iodine on some food and solutions.
If it contained starch, it would become black/dark blue
and the food or solution would become darker if starch
was more concentrated. We also tested food for protein
and (as I mentioned before) we made models to
demonstrate how lungs work. Thus far, I have found
Science Club really helpful for my studies and fun on
top of that.
By Erin Valeza in 8 Campion
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Sixth Form
Sixth Form Open Evening Report Written by Jessica Harper in 12 Southwell:
Sixth form open evening was an engaging experience. Typically, open evening is thriving and full of energy as
often times we are flooded by the public who are keen to see the works of the school. However, this years’
experience was quite different. We obviously had to follow the guidelines set by the government which
significantly minimalised our day, yet the energy was not lost. Having the opportunity to witness all the
extravagant sights that each subject has to offer demonstrating the vast possibilities at Bishop Douglass reminded
me of why I was enticed to join the Sixth Form.
The group of visitors that I toured around the school was impressed by the support offers. From experience, I
know that is especially important for the distinctive jump from GCSE to A-level study. Another impressive and
unique quality of Bishop Douglass is the teachers’ dedication to make sure students are happy in their journey
through the school. Many teachers took the time out to explain in detail to year 11s how they will be coached so
that they are successful in their years in the Sixth Form. This really made the year 11s feel secure and confident in
their success here.
Personally, my experience in preparing the school for the open evening was vibrant. A sense of community was
expressed as we came together to provide the best experience. Teachers and students from all parts of the school
were prepared to not only make the experience enjoyable for our own year 11s and year 11s from other schools.
The extra time that was taken out was worth it as we were able to express ourselves truthfully and relish in the
positives of the school.
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Perfect Prefects - Iuliana Mircas in 12 Southwell
and Andrea Opoku Afena in 12 Southwell

E-praise prize winner, Tyri Dennis in 13 All Saints
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Term Date 2020/2021
N.B: All dates are correct at time of going to press. They are ALL subject to change.

SPRING TERM 2021
First Half: Monday, 4 January – Friday, 12 February

Half-term:

Monday, 15 February – Friday, 19 February

Second Half:

Monday, 22 February – Wednesday, 31 March

(Easter Weekend – Friday, 2 April – Monday, 5 April
SUMMER TERM 2021
First Half:

Monday, 19 April – Friday, 28 May

Half-term:

Monday, 31 May – Friday, 4 June

Second Half:

Monday, 7 June – Wednesday, 21 July
AUTUMN TERM 2021

School begins: Friday, 3 September 2021 (INSET)

Wishing all our families a happy, holy Christmas and New Year.
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